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The Indian television and entertainment industry Is going through a paradiom

is 

ABSTRACT 

change with 
the fslexibilit introduction of the "Over The Top platform. This platform allows the vie 

watching television and giving them ample of options to choose from. : 

breakthrough for the industry and this platform gained a lot of popularity amon 

particularly the younger generations. The biggest characteristics of this platform are t 

vers 

indeed

iewernthat the contents

Therefore the production houses and creative people have complete liberty to express
thoughts completely unfiltered. However, in the recent past, it has been observed that thic 

displayed are not subjected through any regulations or censors as is commonly

platfor has 

known as liberty to express their views an 

created some adverse effects on the viewers and the society at large. In view of this situation, i 

to introspect on the issue. This study aims at understanding the perception of the viewersof 
age eroups on the topic and to recommend some modifications in the OTT entertainment model various

KEYWORDS: "OTT". "Over the Top", "Television", "Entertainment" 

INTRODUCTION 

Over The Top platform, commonly known as OTT have been gaining a lot of popularity in the a 
few years. The introduction of OTT brought a revolution in the Indian Television and entertainme 
industry. The breakout of Covid-19 pandemic and the subsequent lockdown exposed a lot of viewes 
to this platform. A lot of viewers of the satellite television shifted to OTT platform due to the 
convenience and flexibility of watching that it offers. Moreover, taking this opportunity the OIT 
operators launched aggressive promotional campaigns to attract subscriptions. As a result of which. 
there was a great increase in viewership of OTT. This platform also proved to be the only option fer release of new movies amidst closure of movie theaters in the lockdown giving a booster to this industry. The youth and millennials were the major target viewers of OTT. It has been observed n recent past that OTT platform acted as a savior during the lockdown due to availability of unn entrainment options to the viewers clubbed with a lot of varied contents to match the likings or an groups. The biggest characteristics of the platform is its uncensored an unfiltered content. r over a period of time, due to these characteristics, the platform is flooded with a lot of co displaying vulgarity, sexuality and violence. Although these contents became very p nriva them are not appropriate for watching with family and thus watching them privately etc time or on the smartphones became the norm. In view of this, the time on OTT during the lockdown ar addiction of the same. Although, this platform seems to be the future of the Televisindustry, it's time to introspect the ill impacts it may leave on the youth and on nc 

the times to come. 

1 lot of 

the inertia of which even tinued later thereby creatin 
an 

viewers started nding a lot ot 

entertainme 

at largem 

This study aims at analyzing the determinants of shift of viewership to OTTanu. 
t carries. Ihe researcher aims at understanding the perception of viewers of various
topic and recommends some modifications in the OTT entertainment model. 

to OTT and the disadvantages 
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view 
focused

on the following llowing key aspects of the topic under study: 
ERA 

Evolution of OTT 

viewers

perception 

on 
OTT 

& 
Disadvantages 

of OTT 

,Advantages & 

2018) The OTT market is a complex space dominated by three powerful players, 

rding to (Purdy.

eflix. 

Amazon 

Prime, i 

ket 
where 

content
rules but 

Hulu the Big 3. It is challenging for small players for finding their place in 

content rules but more consumers can be dragged if they focus on providing 

sharing. getting the price right and reducing churn through improved

ated 

content
limiting

account

indicates that although price is an important factor while 

ill drives most consumer choices. A bread mix of quality content 

consumers value from the Big 3, with "Access to the vast library of content" proved

son users subscribe to these services. The small players who promise to provide the 

ve mentioned factors, are more likely to attract a big crowd for their

tomer

relations. 
The survey 

result 

OTT 
services, 

content still

hasi 

nds to be 

oihe top 

nices,
taking

one of the above 

tsceription. 

rticle 
inoh. 2020) OTT platforms has experienced a surge in consumption and subscriber can't, 

ted by the 
COVID-19

Ment online. According to the experts OT T services could grow further in upcoming days as the 

vision channels run out of content. "As these channels have been unable to shoot due to lockdown. 

19. The recent survey by InMobi states that 46% viewers are watching more 

ey are running old content. 

Such a scenario people will gravitate towards OTT to watch fresh content," says Paritosh Joshi,

adia consultant and principal, 
Provocateur Advisor. To benefit from this increase in demand 

atform such as Amazon Prime video and Zees have made few of their shows free to watch. Due to 

is, Zee5 has witnessed an 80% increase in subscription and over 50% time spend recently. Thrillers, 

han drama and young romance are the top performing genres on the platform. The viewership for

e movies has seen significant increase across the platforms. Cinema streaming services MIBI has 

ien 28% rise in viewership on its platform in March, compared to February. 

Singh D. P., 2019)The advent in Internet is changing the trend of Indian Cinema very rapidly. 

AUUCed price of internet services lay the foundation for increase in OTT services like Netflix, 

ees, Amazon Prime and Alt Balaji. Many ventures are producing video content solely for 

Services. These new ventures are changing the way of Indian 1elevision and Cinemas. The 

OTT 
s analyze the video content watched by the users and keep providing them the content on 

imiteres. People liken to enjoy the services for free. Hence, OTT like Hotter provides very 

tir ent for free. Also the subscription rates of these services are very low. The users enjoy the 

Accordin 
ariety 

national and national content. Action and Comedy are the favorite genres of movie.

According to the survey

nore often in OTT services. Genres like Young romance, action and urban-drama are into the Web services
Survey, users spend on average, 2 hours a day watching OTT services. 

atchedmora of OTT Platforms: Effect of the C-19 Pandemic PJAEE, 18 (7) (2021) 2280 are 

op tier. Mos 
of OTT. Second big v41lability of content on demand

S watch the content at night. Entertainment is the biggest reason behind the 

DIggest reason behind the use is the mobility of the gadget. Third on its 
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The study revealed that the OTT apps clearly represent the future of 1 
that was concluded that S0% of O1T CUstomers. are experiencing 
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Modern
ture of India. In her study the subscription kaigue", nm ud he mmar trimgarge-Scale platforms 

engaging with so many platforms. It was also mentione that the growth of I 

Sharma. 2020. the on-goingCOVID-19crisis has forced the multipleess 

production houses are now releasing the onto OTT shut down. As platforms directly. This 

Disney plus could impact the prospects for smaller niche servicae

A. the 

NOK 
PVR both issued a public statement reacting to this issue. According to 
short term need of the film industry which getting by financial difficulties i nis is sa experts 

concem amongst the multiplexes as the users might ship the traditional windowinCome 

unale

oTT players who needs fresh content and the filmmakers who had their productWin sit 

um to nomal.

ation for ready but unah 
to release. However, this will not be a paradigm shift, in the long term, once things t 

latforms. Being 
m COVID-19 

earlier, once the market if free from 

The cinema generates more revenue for the roduction houses compared to the OTT 
crisis. Matter of fact. there may be possibility to see a surge in multiplex services for few 
the returning the things to normal.

this a vital factor, the films will hit the cinemas as 

ater OBJECTIVES OF THE STUDY

. To identify various OTT platforms available. 
2. To understand the viewers' perception on OTT. 
3. To analyze the determinants o switch to OTT viewership. 4. To analyze the disadvantages of OTT platform. RESEARCH METHODOLOGY 

The data required for the research was collected using the following techniques: Personal nterviews: The researcher conducted group discussions with 0TT viewers or 

various age groups to get an insight on the problem under study.
nd was 

Questionnaire: A questionnaire with relevant questions was drafted in google form a 
circulated to the sample to obtain their responses. FINDINGS& OBSERVATIONS 

1. Perception of OTT platform

Perception on wheather OTT 
the future of Indian Television 

Age group of the sample 
Awareness about existance of OTT platformLa4s the 

o 

Can't Sa 

45 to 65 

No 

11% 

Yes 

9S% 
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representative of the population of viewership of OTT with respect to the 

The 
sample

was truly 

age groupP.

are 
aware of the existence of OtT platform 

of the opinion that OT is the future on the Indian television. 

People are 

Vienersare 

Determinants for the shift to OTT platform

Determinants for the shift to OTT (Ratngs on 5 points wcate) 

54 

Convenience Enriching /Latest
fexibility of 

watching 

Uncensored Availability of 
contents Advertisement Economical as Following the Free watching

contents variety 
Compared to 

satellite TV 
y 

tertainment 
rend 

during lockdown 

OBSERVATIONS 

Convenience and flexibility & *Availability of variety" was the most determining factors for the shift towards OTT. 

Disadvantages of OTT 

Disadvantages of OTT (Ratngs on 5 points scale) 

3.66 

Display of 
Vulgarity &k 

Addictive Not fit for Adverse impact Increase o 

family watching
Youth getting Expensive Too much People 

agsression distracted from subsription contents might discouraged to 

>Exuality 
on youth 

among studies amounts watch films in 

theaters 

create

Viewers due to 

impact of foul 

contusion 

contents

OBSERVATIONS 
from ct. nature of OTT. "Display of Vulgarity & sexuality" & *Youth getting distracted 

dies were the biggest disadvantages identified of OTT plattorm 

* 6, No. 12, December 2022 
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4. 
Long-asting 

impact 
of OTT in the future:

Long-lasting impact of OTT in the future 

Rule the 
entertainment 

industry

Game changer in 
release of m 

(9.2 
Wl dhe its natural dealh

39.1%) 
Wrong

infuvences on youth ther 

(26 4%) 
Disastrous impact on sOciety

(29.9%)
Create rift beweengenerations 

Health hazards (44 8%) 

(46%)Bombardment o entertainment 

20 

OBSERVATIONS 

"Game changer in release of movies & series & "Rule the entertainment 

most perceived long-lasting impact of OTT. 
ndustry" were he 

The OTT platform has a bright future. 

5. Most subscribed OTT platforms: 

Most subscribed OTT platforms 

(56.3%)Netflix

65 5% 
Prime Videos 

Disney Hotstar (55.2% 

MX Player (26.4%)

Sony Liv (27.6

Zee 5 (31%) 

Others (10.3%)

No OTT Subscriptions (13.46)

20 40 

OBSERVATIONS 

Prime Video", "Netflix" &"Disney Hotstar" ate the most subscribed OTT plattor
6. Need for a regulatory authority to regulate the contents of the OTT plat 

Need for regulatory authority 
for OTT platform 

Yes 10 39% 
No 

241% 
Cant Say 

65 5% 
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OBSERVA TIONS

There
is a 

strong

need for soed for a regulatory authority to regulate the contents of the OTT platform
le respondents 

iens 
of the 

Sampl 

for categorized entertainment like Sports. News. business. Kids etc. 
SeparateOTT f 

eat to the present and future generations. 

nWatching any content on OTT should watch it responsibly. People should use 

he fore drawing a conclusion because what is showcased on OTT in form of web 

oTP 
is a t 

their intee are developed with the view of revenue generation. The writer of stories is going
Serics 

outof the 

dange ngers
and practice cau 

money. 

way 
to create the unrealistic content. The viewers should always be aware of risks.

aution since the content is only for entertainment purpose and making

Should .d he more expensive so will be out of reach and can be watched by niche. Film release

will get 
encouraged 

too 

There has to be some censorship board or authority controlling the content part 

OTT platform is good, only there should be control on vulgar language

,lts easy access resulting into distraction of the teenagers and young population 

.Stricter parental control. Stricter rules set by the govt for the content shown.

. "Like social media absence of actual control on if censored content is being watched by right

TG. 

Too many options available. 

To appear contemporary , 
series have lot of slangs"

Use of language should be more decent 

Can be censored

T platforms are certainly a game changing technology in online video entertainment. But 

C Content of vulgarity should be monitored Indian government should intervene and make 

law for censorship of OTT platforms also. 

Crally prefer cinema hall for watching the movies rather than watching it on a small screen

ger 
size phones.

Ther some really good content like latest series Rocket boys 

watc dty movies has a multiple choice but definitely not at the cost of self-development. 

required so that all kind of viewers can willingly accept the content.

Val. 96, No. 12, Decem 2022 
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S the future of entertainment industry. However, regulations and monitoring is 
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OTT is also a 
solution to new 

comers / production houses 

quality 
content than mainstream 

media/channels. But al. 
th low budget. 

t may hav 
its addicive tha e 

It is waste of time 
and money 

start a 
web-series 

and you 
want to finish it. so certainty time consuming 

its 

and time was 
well 

. OTT has been a boon during Pandemic, especially for Senior Citizo 

home. Also., it provides variety of content. It has already second 

class houses. Controlled time, content should be user responsibility, 

OT Should also consider about educating the youth on diverse opics 

ho dared nit s 

midle
Actually people have lost the true essence o IiVing a life at a natural pace 

to happen at the spur of moment. This thought process is aggravated as int 
pace. We want everything internet is available 

on actual human interaction, small gatherings, small breaks to natrol 
meaningful life. 

lightening pace and it is increasing the impatience of the human beings. We: should emphasue 
lead 

Conten
OTT can be the future, as you can watch more personalized and independen: 

However, there should be some rules regarding the content ( sexual and foul langua0euse) 
.OTT is good if used judiciously 

Lot of vulgar language and nudity in OTT. Needs to eliminate that 

Lock system should be strong

One should understand what he or she must watch 

OTT platform though having many disadvantages like security,& privacy concerns, inteme accessibility, no censorship, gaining popularity among next generation. 
It seems it might be ruled by a set of people only. 
We cannot hold OTT platform responsible for any good or adverse effect on soeiceyCONSCIOUS CHOICE of an individual to subscribe or to choose the con However, up to an extent I feel, there has to be some control over the conteu vulgarity or sexuality. 

to Watch

SUGGESTIONS & RECOMMENDATIONS 

oulds" up a regulatorv hod ke cognizance of the foul contents on OTT platfom ands up a regulatory body to control the contents. The production houses and creators of OTT contents should be 
considering its impact on the youth and the repa 

the contens

eparations on the society. Every person has to be responsible viewer and 
to be watched.

wer and should be discr ne 

contents

that 
net 

Every person should decide upon the viewing timings of Oll 
productive time in watching OTT. 

d should refrain 
Vol. 96, No. 12, December 2022 
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Parent:

OTT 
plattorm

has 
been the mo 

OT when pthe platform need a serious introspection. OTT became 

een the most successful 
ere confined to their homes, OTT was a blessing in disguise. However.

CLUSIONS
ventures in the history of Indian Television. During 

w 
Contents

available on 
the 
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